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He was the son of an illiterate immigrant Russian-Jewish ragpicker and junkman. Raised in poverty, longing
for his father’s approval, Issur Danielovitch went on to become a legendary Hollywood star—Kirk Douglas.
Here, in his own words, is the story of his life: his acting triumphs in Sparticus, Lust for Life, The Vikings,
Paths of Glory, and Champions (to name a few); his fabled love affairs (among them, Joan Crawford,
Marlene Dietrich, and Pier Angeli); his long, happy marriage to Anne Buydens and tales of his four sons
who sometimes do outrageous imitations of their famous father—all at once!
     In fascinating insider’s detail, Kirk Douglas recalls more than forty years of Hollywood, from breaking
the blacklist to his epic confrontations with studio bosses. With a cast of characters that includes scores of
renowned show business personalities, The Ragman’s Son is the passionate, vivid, lusty life of Kirk Douglas:
man, actor, lover, husband, father—and enduring star.
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From reader reviews:

Teresa Jones:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information these days can get by anyone on
everywhere. The information can be a know-how or any news even a huge concern. What people must be
consider whenever those information which is within the former life are difficult to be find than now's taking
seriously which one is acceptable to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you obtain the
unstable resource then you get it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen within you if you take Ragman's Son as your daily resource information.

Lorraine Woodward:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the time or they will get wide range
of stress from both way of life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have time, we will say absolutely
sure. People is human not a robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity have you got when the spare
time coming to you actually of course your answer may unlimited right. Then do you ever try this one,
reading publications. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, typically the book you have
read is actually Ragman's Son.

Karen Tullis:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our understanding for everything. By a e-book we can
know everything we really wish for. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated or even blank sheet. Every
year was exactly added. This guide Ragman's Son was filled regarding science. Spend your spare time to add
your knowledge about your research competence. Some people has several feel when they reading any book.
If you know how big good thing about a book, you can experience enjoy to read a book. In the modern era
like now, many ways to get book that you simply wanted.

Enrique Boggs:

As a pupil exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher asked them to go to the library as well as to make
summary for some book, they are complained. Just minor students that has reading's spirit or real their
interest. They just do what the teacher want, like asked to the library. They go to there but nothing reading
significantly. Any students feel that examining is not important, boring along with can't see colorful photos
on there. Yeah, it is to get complicated. Book is very important for you. As we know that on this time, many
ways to get whatever we would like. Likewise word says, many ways to reach Chinese's country. Therefore
this Ragman's Son can make you experience more interested to read.
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